Solve the clues to find the shops.

Take the first letter of the shop’s name to spell a word...
My FIRST is as old as Queen
Victoria, has lots of spinners
and is useful for that special
day that comes once a year

My SECOND is a traditional
takeaway that used to come
wrapped in newspaper

My THIRD is a rare event that
happens to the sun and the
moon. The last one in the UK
was in 1999

My FOURTH is a place
that makes bees and
butterflies happy

My FIFTH helps you see but
doesn’t advertise on TV

A song and a coffee come
from my SIXTH

My SEVENTH is full of
fabric and wallpaper

My EIGHTH is a favourite
shop for children

You say “cheese” in
my NINTH

My LAST has a number in its
name and is a good way to
recycle clothes and toys
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Can you find a street name with:
1. A number

What date is on the plaque of the two
alms houses in Castle Road?

2. A boy’s name
3. A compass direction
How many shop doors are there in the
Victorian Arcade?

How many legs do the metal pigs next
to same to St James’ Chapel have?

Can you find these shaped windows?

What colour are the lamp posts in
Fore Street?

What animal is in the mural painted on
the end of house?

Can you find a water wheel NOT in
Mill Road?

Which river is the statue of the little
boy fishing in?

What colour
lion is on
the yard
opposite
Waitrose?

East
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